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The Bad Its feature set is beyond minimal and it's slow for a family camera. Why are you
considering a cheap dSLR? But newer is not always better. Like most basic dSLRs in its class,
the T6 is basically a point-and-shoot with a big sensor for better photo quality; though one of
the attractions of a dSLR is the ability to swap lenses, most people stick with the one that
comes with the kit. The photos look like they were shot with a dSLR or mirrorless camera with
the same size sensor, so they're definitely a step up from a phone or point-and-shoot. But its
photo and video quality aren't nearly as good as the Sony A 's, either. With a new sensor, better
autofocus system and more streamlined design, the X line Sony's follow-up to its NEX-6 laps
the field with its 11fps burst and comfortable design. This compact interchangeable-lens model
is a great step-up from APS-C models, as long Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We
delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads
can be closed at any time at our discretion. May 30, a. See It. CNET may get a commission from
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best products. Don't know what to watch tonight? Here are some of the best movies Netflix has
to offer. Need a LastPass alternative? This is the best free password manager we've found. No
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in an engine: mechanical and corrosive wear, which is found when acids form during the
combustion process. Lower volatility in conjunction with detergents and dispersant used in
Shell Rotella T6 15W help provide excellent oil consumption control. Commercial Lubricants.
Triple Protection Plus logo is below. The viscosity grade you prefer and trust is now available in
a full synthetic product, which provides better wear protection than conventional and synthetic
blends. Blue bottle of Shell Rotella T6 15W above text. Blue bottle of Shell Rotella T6 15W to the
right of driving footage. Bottle moves to the left as text moves in. When temperatures drop, this
Shell Rotella brings better cranking and pumpability. It flows to critical parts faster, shielding
your hard-working engine from extreme cold in the harshest climates. White thermometer
against blue background. Blue background moves left to reveal text. It provides hardworking
protection at a lower viscosity than CK-4 oils. Use our locator to find an installer or retailer
nearest you. We believe your hard work should be rewarded. Browse our lubricants and find out
which is best for your business through our expert advice, support, and case studies. Led by
synth, strings and drums. Construction equipment digging a hole. Timelapse of buses at a
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drivers. In order for you to receive the best possible offers, please make sure your answers
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Guarantee high quality products are selected for our online customers. We invest in our
associates, providing health benefits, skills training, discounts--and more. General
Merchandising Help customers find what they need. See General Merchandising job
description. Auto Care Center Keep our customer's cars safely maintained. See Auto Care
Center job description. Fuel Station Keep our customer's fueled up and on the road. See Fuel
Station job description. See All Openings. Investing in our people. Live Better We invest in our
associates, providing health benefits, skills training, discounts--and more. Benefits Toolkit
Learn More. I finished my application -- what now? What to expect during each stage of the
application process. Learn More Associate scholarships We offer scholarship programs to help

qualified associates complete their education. Learn More. Walmart Academies This Walmart
department manager graduated to their next stepâ€”and you can too. Be sure to follow our
store and club hourly roles main page for the latest on store openings. We are always accepting
applications in our stores and clubs so be sure to apply for the locations that you are interested
in for consideration. Once you create a login, it is important to login and add your personal
information to your account before attempting to reset the password. If a password reset is
requested before this time, your account will become locked and require you to create a new
account using a different email address. Also, your username and password may have expired.
Please try to create a new username and password. On average, it takes minutes to complete
our 1-page application. See All FAQs. Recently viewed jobs. When your download is complete
please use the instructions below to begin the installation of your download or locate your
downloaded files on your computer. Learn more about why the EOS Rebel T6 digital camera is a
perfect option for those looking to step up from a compact digital camera or make the leap in
picture quality from a smartphone. Advance your photography skills by enrolling in one of our
Canon Online Learning Photography Classes with tips, techniques and tricks of the trade from
our industry experts. The camera with the quality your photos deserve, the EOS Rebel T6 can be
ideal for smartphone or digital point-and-shoot camera users looking to step up their imaging
game. It's equipped with an Whether you're out on an adventure hike or snapping candids of
your friends during a late night out, the EOS Rebel T6 can help you take photos you'll want to
show off. If you're new to DSLRs, Scene Intelligent Auto mode can conveniently and
automatically adjust the camera's settings to suit your subject. Easy to use and simple to share
with, the EOS Rebel T6 delivers high image quality that's sure to catch the audience's eye. This
sensor is APS-C size for an effective 1. Its accelerated processing speed creates fast,
responsive performance, for a shooting experience that can be smooth and natural. This helps
reduce noise for brilliant color, smooth gradations and beautiful detail even in low light. With a
broad range of light sensitivity ratings from ISO â€” expandable to H: , the EOS Rebel T6
camera is ready to go in virtually any light, capturing fine detail with ease. Thanks to this
expanded ISO range, it can capture a variety of subjects in a variety of situations, including
handheld, without needing a flash. This means detailed and natural-looking pictures and movies
can be captured discreetly, with ease. You can share photos and videos between cameras,
browse photos and videos, print images for friends and family, or post them to select social
media sites. With the Connect Station CS, you can store, view and organize all of your photos
and videos from just one device. Data charges may apply with the download of the free Canon
Camera Connect app. This app helps enable you to upload images to social media services.
Please note that image files may contain personally identifiable information that may implicate
privacy laws. Canon disclaims and has no responsibility for your use of such images. Canon
does not obtain, collect or use such images or any information included in such images through
this app. Using a 9-point AF system that includes a center cross-type AF point, it can deliver
precise focus whether the camera is oriented in portrait or landscape position. The system
intelligently uses both normal and high-precision focus, depending on the aperture and
available light, so your images contain crisp and clear detail. An AI Servo AF system achieves
and maintains consistent focus with an incredible degree of reliability. Utilizing the viewfinder
can help you hold the camera steady, which can reduce camera shake for clear and sharp
photos. This automatic feature helps analyze the image, accounting for faces, colors,
brightness, moving objects, contrast and whether the camera is handheld or on a tripod. Scene
Intelligent Auto mode then chooses the exposure and enhancements that can bring out the
beauty in virtually any scene or situation. Have you ever wondered what features can apply to
different shooting situations? This description is displayed in each shooting mode, during
mode dial operations and for Quick Control screen functions. It appears automatically when a
function is selected - a lifesaver when trying to determine a suitable mode or function for the
next picture. The feature guide works automatically by default, and can be disabled easily
through the camera's menu. Additionally, the EOS Rebel T6 enables easy manual control of
exposure, focus and Live View features and even allows for in-camera editing. A wide ISO range
means you can record in a variety of lighting situations. And with a wealth of over 60
interchangeable lenses available to choose from, your video has plenty of creative options.
Plus, with the Video Snapshot feature, the EOS Rebel T6 will capture short video clips of 2, 4 or
8 seconds then combine them automatically into one video file as a snapshot or highlights
"album". With no editing needed after shooting, the compiled video can be ideal for sharing
online or displaying directly on an HDTV via the camera's HDMI port. For photographers looking
to experiment with advanced settings, the EOS Rebel T6 camera is loaded with features to take
you to the next level. The newly added Food mode lets you take appetizing photos of your
favorite seafood platter or chocolate dessert in a bright, colorful way that can make them look

as enticing as the dish itself. Ideal for beginners looking to expand their photographic horizons
is Creative Auto mode. It puts basic settings in full automatic operation, but provides shooting
guides on the LCD screen that explain how to make changes to exposure, tone, sharpness and
more, and how those changes will affect the final image. In essence, with Creative Auto mode,
you can experiment and learn more about photography while still taking stunning photographs.
Each filter alters the mood and feel of any particular scene, allowing you to create photos with a
fun, distinctive flair. You can choose between these two settings to make sure your image looks
how you want it to, even under different lighting conditions. Unlocking a new world of
possibilities, these lenses range from ultra-wide angle for grand, scenic landscapes, to super
telephoto which can help you capture sports, wildlife and more from afar. Each Canon lens
employs advanced optical expertise and micron-precision engineering to help deliver
phenomenal performance in virtually all facets of the photographic process. Numerous lenses
feature Canon's sophisticated Optical Image Stabilizer technology to minimize the effect of
camera shake. View Full Specifications. Expand All. Scroll down to easily select items to add to
your shopping cart for a faster, easier checkout. Visit the Canon Online Store. Allows you to
power your cameras from a wall source. The kit includes: DC coupler to attach to the camera's
battery port. AC adapter to convert the power. AC cord to plug into the wall. Read More. MSRP:
Angle Finder C lets you adjust the viewing angle while providing a 2. The camera Backpack
EDC-1 is an all-purpose bag designed to hold a combination of cameras, lenses and
accessories for your needs. It can accommodate your mirrorless, DSLR camera or PowerShot
camera along with a variety of additional resources, and even multiple cameras and lenses in
some cases, depending on their size. Its padding protects against falls to keep your equipment
safe, while its adjustable padded shoulder straps provide comfort for extended periods of time.
The EDC-1 also features a rain cover to further protect your equipment from outside weather
conditions such as rain and snow, as well as protect your bag from wear and tear. This is the
standard power source for the Elura 40MC and Elura CarePAK PLUS offers protection from
accidental damage such as drops, spills, power surges, and more, including normal wear and
tear, beyond the standard warranty period. The strap attaches to the eyelets at the sides of the
camera. Compact remote switch replicating all of the functions of the shutter release button.
The Sling Backpack S is an all-purpose camera bag designed to hold one DSLR camera, and at
least one to two lenses and accessories, depending on their size. The Sling Backpack EDC is a
rugged, all-purpose bag designed to hold a combination of cameras, lenses and accessories for
your needs. Remote switch for EOS cameras with the N3-type socket. This remote switch has a
self-timer, interval timer, long exposure timer and exposure-count setting feature. The timer can
be set from 1 second to 99 hours. A new dial enables you to easily enter the numeric settings
with a single thumb. It has an illuminated LCD panel and a 2. Please see Compatibility tab for
compatible models. Sample Images More Details. Canon Autofocus For over 30 years,
autofocus has been a vital tool for making sure your images are sharp. In this video, learn how
Canon has continually created new b Learn more including some Canon full-frame camera
options that will deliver the high-level performance you're looking for. Actual prices are
determined by individual dealers and may vary. My Canon. Products Home. Network Cameras
Software Solutions. Security Solutions. Find Supplies and Accessories About Counterfeits.
Promotions Home. Canon Innovation Patents. Contact Us Home Service Support. Error:
Javascript is disabled in this browser. This page requires Javascript. Modify your browser's
settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your browser's documentation for specific
instructions. Locating and Installing Your Download When your download is complete please
use the instructions below to begin the installation of your download or locate your downloaded
files on your computer. Edge Click the three horizontal dots located at the top right of the
browser. Chrome A grey bar will appear at the bottom of your browser window which will
contain your download. To install your download click on the name of the downloaded file. I
have read and understand the information above, and wish to download the designated
software. Get Product Support. Register Your Product. Available Colors :. Where To Buy. Turn
your compatible Canon camera into a high-quality webcam for video conferencing and more.
Share Photos that Impress. ISO expandable to H: for shooting from bright light to low light. ISO
expandable to H: Built-in NFC Technology. Remote Shooting. High-performance Optical
Viewfinder helps facilitate quick and accurate focusing by firmly framing and capturing the
subject at hand. High-performance Optical Viewfinder. Large, 3. Scene Intelligent Auto mode
simplifies settings for users without extensive photography experience. Scene Intelligent Auto
mode. Feature Guide offers short descriptions of shooting modes, settings and effects for easy
operation. Feature Guide offers short descriptions of shooting modes. Full HD Movie mode for
easy-to-use video capture. Full HD Movie mode. File Size approx. Continuous shooting up to 3.
Creative options. Creative Filters including Toy Camera, Fisheye and Miniature Effect help you

capture everything with a new perspective. Creative Filters including Fisheye and Miniature
Effect. Auto White Balance provides "white priority," adjusting for the warmer tones under
tungsten lighting. Auto White Balance provides "White priority". Recording Media. Compatible
with Eye-Fi Cards. Multimedia cards MMC cannot be used. A card error will be displayed. Image
Format. Compatible Lenses. Lens Mount. Image Sensor. Effective pixels: Approx. Pixel Unit.
Aspect Ratio. Color Filter System. Low Pass Filter. Dust Deletion Feature. Dust Delete Data
acquisition and appending The coordinates of the dust adhering to the low-pass filter are
detected by a test shot and appended to subsequent images. The dust coordinate data
appended to the image is used by the provided software to automatically erase the dust spots.
Manual cleaning Self Cleaning Sensor Unit not provided. Recording System. Recording Format.
File Size. Large: Approx. Backup Recording. File Numbering. The following three types of file
numbering method can be set: Continuous numbering The numbering of captured images will
continue even after you replace the card. The numbering continues even when the folder
changes. Auto reset When you replace the card, the numbering will be reset to start from If the
new card already contains images, the numbering will continue from the last recorded image in
the card. Manual reset Rest the file number to , and creates a new folder automatically. Color
Space. Picture Style. In Creative Zone modes, you can select and set the Picture Style. Default
settings for [User Defined ] are [Auto]. White Balance. Auto White Balance. Color Temperature
Compensation. Color Temperature Information Transmission. Eye Point. Dioptric Adjustment
Correction. Adjustable from approx. Focusing Screen. Quick-return half mirror Transmittance:
reflectance ratio of Viewfinder Information. AF information AF points and focus confirmation
Exposure information Shutter speed, aperture, ISO speed, AE lock, Exposure level, exposure
warning Flash information Flash ready, flash exposure compensation, high-speed sync, FE
lock, red-eye reduction light Image information Highlight tone priority, Monochrome shooting,
maximum burst, white balance correction, SD card information. Depth Of Field Preview. AF
Points. AF Working Range. Focusing Modes. Manual focus. AF Point Selection. Selected AF
Point Display. Indicated by superimposed display in the viewfinder and on the LCD monitor. AF
Assist Beam. Intermittent firing of built-in flash Effective range: Center: Approx. Exposure
Control. Metering Modes. Dual-layer metering sensor with the area divided into 63 zones.
Evaluative metering linked to all AF points Partial metering at the center of the viewfinder
approx. Metering Range. EV room temperature, ISO , evaluative metering. Exposure Control
Systems. AE Lock. Press again to update. Enabled in all metering modes. Vertical-travel shutter
with electronic first-curtain control and mechanical second-curtain control. Shutter Speeds.
Shutter Release. Self Timer. Shutter Lag Time. Built in Flash. Auto pop-up, retractable, built-in
flash in the pentamirror. Flash Metering System. Guide Number. Recycling Time. Flash
Coverage. Up to approx. FE Lock. Flash Exposure Compensation. External Speedlite. Flash
Metering. Drive System. Drive Modes. Single shooting Continuous shooting Max. Continuous
Shooting Speed. Live View Functions. Evaluative metering zone AE lock possible. The active
metering timer can be changed. Grid Display. One of two types of grids can be selected and
displayed on the screen. Grid vertical and 2 horizontal lines Grid vertical and 3 horizontal lines.
Exposure Simulation. Silent Shooting. Video Shooting. File Format. Frame Rates. Contrast AF
Manual focus Magnify the image by 5x or 10x and focus manually. Exposure Compensation.
LCD Monitor. Monitor Size. Brightness Control. Interface Languages. Display Format. Highlight
Alert. On the detailed information and histogram displays, highlight areas with no image data
will blink. Quick Control Function. When you press the Quick Control button while shooting
images, you can set various functions. The functions that can be set vary depending on whether
the shooting mode is viewfinder shooting, Live View shooting or movie shooting. Image
Protection and Erase. Erase protection can be applied or canceled for a single image, all images
in a folder or all images in the card. Erase unprotected image s with selection from Single
image, Selected images, All images on folder or All images in a card. Direct Printing. Compatible
Printers. Printable Images. Movies cannot be printed. Custom Functions. Custom Controls.
Camera User Settings. My Menu Registration. Up to six kinds of function settings can be
selected and registered from the Menu options or any of the top-tier menu options of Custom
Functions. USB Terminal. Video Out Terminal. Extension System Terminal. Compatible Canon
cameras are not guaranteed to support Eye-Fi card functions, includ
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ing wireless transfer. In case of an issue with the Eye-Fi card, please consult with the card
manufacturer. Power Source. Battery Pack LP-E10 x 1 The camera can be powered by an AC
power supply by using the household power outlet accessories sold separately. Battery Check.

Automatic battery check when the power switch is turned ON. Battery level indicated in one of
the four levels on LCD monitor. Power Saving. Start-up Time. Dimensions and Weight.
Dimensions W x H x D. Operating Environment. Working Temperature Range. Working Humidity
Range. Subject to change without notice. If a problem occurs with a non-Canon lens attached to
the camera, consult the lens maker. Mac is a trademark of Apple, Inc. Angle Finder C incl.
Remote Switch RSE3 Compact remote switch replicating all of the functions of the shutter
release button. Brochures Loading Canon Autofocus Series. Sample Images. More Details.
Complementary Content. Movie Recording Size. Total Recording Time per Card approx. Bit Rate
Mbps.

